Dungeon C

In first white area, after dragon, upper left

1) Hyper Boots - 238
   or 90
   Red Potion - 90

2) Red Potion - 50
   Chain Helmet - 92
   Short Sword - 100

3) Red Potion - 50
   Shield - 100
   Doll - 90

4) Red Potion - 30
   Chain Helmet - 80
   Fire Magic - 80

5) Red Potion - 99
   Chain Helmet - 100
   Shield - 90
   Gloves - 100
   Necklace - 90
   Cape

\[\text{Map Symbols:}\]

- H = Hand (Green Hand)
- W = Wolf Guys
- S = Snakes
- G = Red Guys
- T = Tower Balls
- B = Bats
- K = Knights
- P = Puddle
- F = Flame
- E = Entrance
- C = Scorpion
- D = Dragons
- M = Chimera
- L = Slinkies
- \(\heartsuit\) = Carpet
- \(\uparrow\) = Stair
- \(\downarrow\) = Stair
- = Exit
- O = Volcano
- N = Giant Snakes
- J = Tigers
- M = Cavern Men (Bill)
- G = Monkey Guys
- V = Vampires